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During language acquisition children sometimes produce morphological errors, such as ated or
eated, alongside target forms, such as ate (Kuczaj 1977, 1978). These errors can be called commission
errors, in which children produce forms with more morphological material than found in the standard
adult language (Alexiadou et al. 2021). We distinguish two types of commission errors: distributive
errors transparently reflect a decomposed structure (e.g. EAT, PAST in eat-ed), while redundant errors
redundantly express the same concept twice (e.g. ate-d).

In this talk, we focus on redundant commission errors in child language corpora and present two
case studies, from French causatives and English past tense. We show how redundant errors are derived
in Nanosyntax and Distributed Morphology. For Nanosyntax, we propose that children erroneously
apply constituent lexicalization (of non-terminals, Starke 2009, Caha 2009) and spanning lexicalization
(of terminals, Taraldsen 2010, Svenonius 2012) simultaneously to the same underlying structure giving
rise to multiple exponence (contra Caha 2021). Within DM, suppletive forms like ate are derived by
interdependent allomorphy where ate bears a secondary feature PAST and the zero past marker has a list
of roots, including

√
EAT, as a secondary feature making it more specific than default -ed. We argue that

children choose the default marker -ed over the zero marker due to a failure to respect Specificity which
results in multiple exponence. A comparison of frameworks will reveal that, while both theories are able
to capture the ated and the eated error types, in contrast to Nanosyntax, DM straightforwardly derives
the classification of errors from the location of the Specificity failure.
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